AIR-GLACIERS RESCUE CARD

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

No matter what kind of accident might
happen to you, in the mountains, on the road,
that you be sick abroad, or that your state of
health necessitates a transfer to a hospital
or repatriation to your domicile; with your
subscription of CHF 35.-- per person/per year
or CHF 80.-- for the family/per year (our family
card covers the parents and their children
until the age of 18 + cattle owners). The
validity of the card takes effect from the date
of payment for 12 months. No refund shall be
made during the validity period. When due
you will receive a new invoice. In case of nonpayment, the card is no longer valid.
BANK REFERENCES FOR PAYMENT:
CREDIT SUISSE, CH-1951 Sion
Account Rescue Card N° 21351-21
IBAN : CH20 0483 5002 1351 2100 0
BIC/Swift : CRESCHZZ19E
The rescue card Air-Glaciers will protect you
from all aerial and ambulance transportation
costs in case of emergency for the event
that these costs are not covered by health
insurances or any other insurance companies
who are bound to cover it partly or completely.
These financial advantages are not of a
contractual nature and could not thus be
regarded as insurance indemnities.
Air-Glaciers provides its services of assistance
out of any legal obligation. It achieves them as
far as its personnel resources, or his technical
capabilities and the means available.
Air-Glaciers decides the execution of its
missions according to medical, social and
operational criteria. It decides how and when
it will achieve a mission. The expenses of the
interventions organized without the prior
agreement of Air-Glaciers are not dealt with.
Air-Glaciers decides of the best way and
moment of intervention and may delegate to
its partners the achievement of a mission.
Since 1965 Air-Glaciers offers around-theclock, helicopter rescue within Switzerland
and worldwide aero-medical evacuations
to those who have come to harm in the
wrong place at the wrong time. The rescue
operations are subject to medical, social and
operational criterions.

As Air-Glaciers is not an insurer but an aerial
medical rescue company, services are
only due in the measure of its personal and
technical possibilities.
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN
Ɋ Rescue flights for wounded persons in
the mountains, on the road, etc., until the
nearest and most appropriate hospital;
Ɋ Research flights as long as there is hope
of survival;
Ɋ Evacuation flights of persons and material
during catastrophes when life is put in
danger;
Ɋ Flights to recover dead bodies in
agreement
with
the
competent
authorities;
Ɋ Ambulance costs to the nearest and most
appropriate hospital are taken in charge;
(one single transport a year)
Ɋ Rescue of sick or wounded cattle, if the
owner is holder of a family subscription
(CHF 80.-). This type of rescue is only to
be combined with other flights. Research
flights are excluded.
Allowances and quota, in application with the
LAMal, are not dealt with.
ABROAD – NO RESCUE FLIGHTS!
Repatriation flights from abroad to
Switzerland, for Swiss and foreign citizens
with their legal domicile in Switzerland and
for Swiss citizens from abroad, according to
preliminary agreement with Air-Glaciers.
Ɋ Repatriation flights on medical order
to Switzerland on board jet-ambulance
inbound from Europe
Ɋ Repatriation flights on medical order to
Switzerland on board of regular airlines
and scheduled aircrafts from all over the
world.
The Air-Glaciers chart of rescue does not give
right of any service in the event consecutive
to a suicide attempt and a suicide. Just as it
does not give right to any service in the event
of abusive consumption of alcohol and drugs,
not either have you right to repatriation in the
event of participation in brawls, practices of
extreme and bold sports which exposes you
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to extraordinary dangers within the meaning
of the LAA (Federal law on the insuranceaccidents) as for example bases-jump. A
medical transport organized without the
agreement of Air-Glaciers will not be dealt
with.
The jurisdiction is Sion (Valais) and Swiss law
is applicable, whatever is the nationality of the
concerned parts.
ALARM CALL
In Switzerland: 14 15
From abroad: +41 27 329 14 15
Emergency call in Valais: 144

Conditions valid from
December 10th, 2018

